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DISCLAIMER 
Hedgeye Risk Management is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye 
Risk Management is not a broker dealer and does not provide investment advice for individuals. This research does 
not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This research is presented without regard 
to individual investment preferences or risk parameters; it is general information and does not constitute specific 
investment advice.  This presentation is based on information from sources believed to be reliable. Hedgeye Risk 
Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or omissions of information.  The opinions and conclusions 
contained in this report are those of Hedgeye Risk Management, and are intended solely for the use of Hedgeye Risk 
Management’s clients and subscribers.  In reaching these opinions and conclusions, Hedgeye Risk Management and 
its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye Risk Management’s employees, which is based 
upon sources considered credible and reliable within the industry.  Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for 
the validity or authenticity of the information upon which it has relied.  
 

TERMS OF USE 
This report is intended solely for the use of its recipient.  Re-distribution or republication of this report and its contents 
are prohibited.  For more details please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services Agreement and the 
Terms of Use at www.hedgeye.com 

DISCLAIMER 



PLEASE SUBMIT QUESTIONS* TO 
  

QA@HEDGEYE.COM 

*ANSWERED AT THE END OF THE CALL  
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BETTER DATA = BETTER THESIS 

We aggregate, deconstruct, and synthesize far more data from a broader array of sources than our competitors.  
In turn, we see things that our competitors don’t since they are working with inferior information. 

WE LET THE DATA TELL THE STORY 

Evidence 
(Little Data) 

Assumptions 
(Anecdotal) 

Weak 
Argument 

EVIDENCE 
(BIG DATA) 

Assumptions 
(Anecdotal) 

Strong 
Argument 

TRADITIONAL SELL-SIDE HEDGEYE INTERNET & MEDIA 
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BABA’S BUSINESS LINES 

GLOBAL REACH, BUT CHINA CONCENTRATION 

Over 85% of BABA’s revenues are sourced from China.  Roughly 82% from its China Retail Marketplaces, which 
will be the primary focus of this deck. 

Source: Company Filings 
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1. Business Model: The majority of 
BABA’s revenues (~85%) are tied to its 
Gross Merchandise Value (GMV). 

 

2. Analysis: China’s Upper Class drives 
the bulk of the GMV on its model. 

 

3. Outlook: BABA’s user growth will come 
from a progressively weaker consumer, 
which will pressure its entire model. 

 

 

 

 

BABA: SHORT THESIS SUMMARY 

New users will come with a much smaller wallet, pressuring average spend (GMV); and leading to a precipitous 
slowdown in GMV growth, and pricing pressure in its core marketing segment (this has already started). 

BABA IS NOT A MIDDLE CLASS STORY, YET… 

Source: Company Reports 
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BABA PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

CHINA CAN’T GROW FAST ENOUGH 
BABA is too large to control its own destiny.  BABA has dominant share in China’s e-commerce; 
meaning it will become increasingly dependent on the China Growth Story, which creates a new 
set of challenges for the company. 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 
BABA’s active buyer growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will 
pressure both GMV growth and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites.  The latter falls 
within BABA’s Marketing segment, which represents the majority of its revenues.   

LOFTY EXPECTATIONS, FROTHY STOCK 
Consensus estimates through F2017 are unattainable.  BABA still trades at one of the highest 
growth-adjusted P/S multiples in the group, and its float is facing a ton of dilution by year end.   

1 

2 

3 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
 

1. E-Commerce Market Share 
 

2. E-Commerce Wallet Share (vs. Retail) 
 

3. E-Commerce Penetration (Internet Users) 
 

4. Internet Penetration (Chinese Consumers) 

 

 

BABA E-COMMERCE GROWTH DRIVERS  

ARE LARGELY OUT OF ITS CONTROL 

BABA has grown to the point where it can’t control its own destiny, which means it will become increasingly 
hostage to the China Growth Story. 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
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BABA = CHINA E-COMMERCE 

THERE IS NO REAL SHARE TO GAIN 

BABA owns the C2C market and has dominant share in B2C market in both respects.  In terms of GMV, BABA’s 
share has fluctuated, so any share gains may be tenuous at best. 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
 

1. E-Commerce Market Share: Already Dominates Market 
 

2. E-Commerce Wallet Share (vs. Retail): Debatable 
 

3. E-Commerce Penetration (Internet Users) 
 

4. Internet Penetration (Chinese Consumers) 

 

 

BABA E-COMMERCE GROWTH DRIVERS  

ARE LARGELY OUT OF ITS CONTROL 

BABA has grown to the point where it can’t control its own destiny, which means it will become increasingly 
hostage to the China Growth Story. 
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WHO IS BABA’S CONSUMER? 

URBAN CONSUMER DRIVES THE STORY  

This isn’t rocket science, but just some perspective on the relative difference b/w the urban and rural population.  
At face value, BABA appears to have a ton of room to capture urban wallet share, but… 
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BABA CAN’T SELL EVERYTHING 

AND PRODUCT EXPANSION MAY NOT MATTER MUCH 

Roughly 60% of Chinese Consumption expenditures are outside of BABA’s core offerings. BABA continues to 
expand product categories, but e-commerce shopping patterns remain relatively confined to its core offerings. 

39% 
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RUNWAY FOR WALLET SHARE? 

BABA’S CONSUMER ≠ THE AVERAGE CONSUMER 

BABA can’t sell everything, and its GMV/Active Buyer represents essentially all of the discretionary wallet of the 
average Chinese consumer.  So per-capita China isn’t BABA’s primary consumer. 
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CHINA’S ELITE DRIVES BABA’S GMV 

AVERAGE GMV + COHORT COMMENTARY → UPPER CLASS DRIVES BABA’S GMV 
Wallet share gains will be tied upper class appetites moving forward, and those gains need to strong enough to 
mitigate the dilutive impact of new user growth to sustain average GMV (next section). 

BABA F2Q15 Earnings Call (Maggie Wu): “Let me share 
with you some color on this average spending per buyer. 
As I said that the longer customers stay with us, the more 
they're going to spend annually on our platform. I'll give 
you an example” 

 

• “The customer who stayed with us for a year's time, 
their average annual spending level is somewhere 
around RMB 1,000”  

 

• “And for the ones who stayed with us for five years' 
time, their spending level is somewhere around RMB 
15,000” 
 

• “And then for the ones who stayed around 10 years, 
their levels is going to above RMB 30,000” 

BABA Average GMV (CY2014) 
¥6,808 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
 

1. E-Commerce Market Share: Already Dominates Market 
 

2. E-Commerce Wallet Share (vs. Retail): Debatable 
 

3. E-Commerce Penetration (Internet Users): A Much Weaker Consumer 
 

4. Internet Penetration (Chinese Consumers) 

 

 

BABA E-COMMERCE GROWTH DRIVERS  

ARE LARGELY OUT OF ITS CONTROL 

BABA has grown to the point where it can’t control its own destiny, which means it will become increasingly 
hostage to the China Growth Story. 
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CHINA E-COMMERCE RUNWAY? 

A LOT OF RUNWAY AT FACE VALUE, BUT… 

China lags many major economies in terms of the percentage of its internet users who shop online. If they have 
an internet connection, there is no reason why they can’t be e-consumers.  So yes, there is runway here… 
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BUT FROM A MUCH WEAKER BUYER 

REMAINING TAM HAS CONSIDERABLY LESS TO SPEND 

We estimate that GMV favors the upper class.  The remaining TAM likely earns a fraction of the current e-
commerce population, so rising penetration will have a disproportionately lower impact on GMV. 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
 

1. E-Commerce Market Share: Already Dominates Market 
 

2. E-Commerce Wallet Share (vs. Retail): Debatable 
 

3. E-Commerce Penetration (Internet Users): A Much Weaker Consumer 
 

4. Internet Penetration (Chinese Consumers): Irrelevant 

 

 

BABA E-COMMERCE GROWTH DRIVERS  

ARE LARGELY OUT OF ITS CONTROL 

BABA has grown to the point where it can’t control its own destiny, which means BABA will become increasingly 
hostage to the China Growth Story. 
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CHINA INTERNET RUNWAY? 

A TON OF RUNWAY…AT FACE VALUE 

China lags many major economies in terms of internet penetration. But a deeper dive suggests incremental 
penetration will tougher to come by. 
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THIS COULD BE A PROBLEM 

MOST OF CHINA’S REMAINING TAM HAVE NO INTENTION TO USE 

The data comes directly from the CNNIC’s survey.  Naturally, intentions may change over time, but the data 
suggests it may not change all that much (next two slides). 
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REMAINING TAM SKEWS OLDER… 

WHICH MAY BE WHY INTEREST IS SO LOW 

Over 2/3 of its remaining TAM is over the age of 40 (almost half over 50).  This could explain why intent to use 
the internet is so low, but the bigger concern is setting (next slide). 
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REMAINING TAM SKEWS RURAL 

EVEN IF THEY COULD AFFORD, THEY WON’T MATTER FOR BABA 

Almost 2/3 of China’s remaining TAM are Rural citizens, where income distribution skews considerably lower 
(tougher to penetrate).  Many new internet users are not likely to be meaningful online shoppers. 

30.3% 
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CHINESE CONSUMER 
 

1. E-Commerce Market Share: Already Dominates Market 
 

2. E-Commerce Wallet Share (vs. Retail): Debatable 
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BABA PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

CHINA CAN’T GROW FAST ENOUGH 
BABA is too large to control its own destiny.  BABA has dominant share in China’s e-commerce; 
meaning it will become increasingly dependent on the China Growth Story, which creates a new 
set of challenges for the company. 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 
BABA’s active buyer growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will 
pressure both GMV growth and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites.  The latter falls 
within BABA’s Marketing segment, which represents the majority of its revenues.  

LOFTY EXPECTATIONS, FROTHY STOCK 
Consensus estimates through F2017 are unattainable.  BABA still trades at one of the highest 
growth-adjusted P/S multiples in the group, and its float is facing a ton of dilution by year end.  

1 

2 
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BABA BUSINESS MODEL 
 

1. Segments & Key Metrics:  
 

2. The Major Headwind: 
 

 

 

 

BABA BUSINESS MODEL DRIVER 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 

BABA’s user growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will pressure both GMV 
growth, and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites. 
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BABA BUSINESS MODEL 
 

1. Segments & Key Metrics: GMV (Buyers, Average GMV) & Tmall Mix 
 

2. The Major Headwind: 
 

 

 

 

BABA BUSINESS MODEL DRIVERS 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 

BABA’s user growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will pressure both GMV 
growth, and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites. 
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BABA REVENUES & DRIVERS 

GMV ESSENTIALLY DRIVES ITS MODEL 

Each of the headwinds/tailwinds and key metrics that we have discussed ultimately feeds into GMV.  In essence, 
roughly 85% of BABA’s revenue are attached to its GMV. 

China  
Retail GMV 

Active Buyers 

E-Commerce 
Penetration 

Internet 
Penetration 

GMV per 
Active Buyer 

E-Commerce 
Wallet Share 

Average 
Consumer 

Income 

Market Share 

Tmall Mix 

Commission 
Rate  

BABA: Segment Drivers 

Weaker  
Consumer 
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BABA BUSINESS MODEL OVERVIEW 

THE USER DRIVES THE MODEL 

The amount, source, and mix of traffic that BABA generates on its sites are the biggest drivers to its model.  Both 
Marketing and Commissions are directly tied to the retail user, and represent ~85% of its revenue. 

BABA Revenue Segments:  
 
• Marketing: Sourced primarily from its China Retail 

Marketing places.  Ad prices are set through online 
auction.  P4P ads (Pay-for-Performance) require shoppers 
to clicks ads for BABA to get paid 
 

• Commissions: Sourced from its Tmall marketplace (China 
Retail), specifically on transactions settled through the 
Alipay payment services.  

 

• Member Fees & Services: Primary avenue for monetizing 
its wholesale marketplaces (1688.com & Alibaba.com). 
BABA charges subscription fees, which allow businesses to 
host “Storefronts”.  Vendors also pay for “Value-Added 
Services” (e.g. data analytics) 
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MARKETING REVENUE DRIVERS 

THE USER DRIVES MARKETING REVENUES 

Marketing revenues are directly tied to the amount of traffic BABA generates; particularly P4P ads, which require 
user engagement.  Mobile Users are a considerable headwind (more later). 

BABA Marketing Drivers:  
 

1. Traffic: The majority (~75%) of BABA’s marketing 
revenues come from P4P ads, which require 
consumers to click on the ad in order to generate 
revenue for BABA.  Greater traffic = greater ad 
engagements.  Traffic also determines how many 
display ads it can deliver. 
 

2. Device (Mobile vs. PC): Mobile is a headwind.  
Advertisers are not willing to pay comparable ad 
rates on mobile ads to that of desktop.  Further, 
BABA is not currently delivering a comparable 
number of ads to mobile users, which we suspect 
may be due to screen size, or just lack of demand 
from advertisers. 
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COMMISSION REVENUE DRIVERS 

THE USER DRIVES COMMISSIONS 

Commissions are exclusively driven by Tmall transactions, which currently represent ~37% of its Retail GMV.  
GMV Mix Shift if a massive tailwind for the company. 

BABA Commission Drivers 
 

1. Gross Merchandise Value (GMV): The amount of 
transactions on its site, which is largely driven by 
consumer traffic.  BABA will collect a 0.3%-5.0% 
commission on those transactions that are 
specifically settled through Alipay, which is BABA’s 
equivalent to Paypal. 
 

2. GMV Mix: Specifically Taobao vs. Tmall.  BABA 
does not collect commissions on Taobao 
transactions, which represents the majority of its E-
Commerce GMV.  However, GMV mix has been 
shifting toward Tmall, which has led to Commissions 
outpacing GMV growth. 
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KEY METRICS: AVERAGE GMV 

MARKETING: AVERAGE SPEND = VALUE OF THE CONSUMER (AND AD CLICKS)  

Vendor set ad prices through BABA’s auction platform.  If GMV/Buyer is facing decline, then the average 
consumer must be more selective, leading to declining conversion rates (sales from ads), and ad rates. 
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KEY METRICS: TMALL GMV % 

COMMISSIONS: COME FROM TMALL ONLY 

GMV has been shifting from its Taobao to Tmall site, where BABA collects commissions.  Commission revenue 
growth has outpaced GMV growth for this reason.  As long as this continues, it is a massive tailwind for BABA. 
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BUSINESS MODEL TAKEAWAYS 

SELLER PAYS THE BILL, BUT USER DRIVES THE MODEL 

These two segments will be the focus of this deck; both of which are directly linked to the consumer and their 
GMV.   

MODEL DRIVERS 
 
1. MARKETING (~60% of revenue): Bulk is tied to P4P, which 

require consumer clicks on vendor ads to generate 
revenue for BABA.  User growth has been a major driver 
of growth, but the key metric we’re tracking is 
GMV/Active Buyer, which is our proxy for the value of 
each ad click. 
 

2. COMMISSIONS (~25% of revenues): Naturally GMV is the 
major driver of growth, but GMV mix shift to Tmall 
(where BABA collects commissions) continues to propel 
commission growth ahead of GMV growth.  Tmall GMV % 
is the key metric we’re tracking. 
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BABA BUSINESS MODEL 
 

1. Segments & Key Metrics: GMV (Buyers, Average GMV) & Tmall Mix 
 

2. The Major Headwind: Weaker Consumer Will Pressure the Model 
 

 

 

 

BABA BUSINESS MODEL DRIVERS 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 

BABA’s user growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will pressure both GMV 
growth, and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites. 
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BABA AD ROI EXAMPLE (YESTERDAY) 

BABA MAIN CONSUMER = HIGHER INCOME = HIGHER CONVERSION = HIGHER ROI 

BABA’s GMV/Active Buyer & cohort commentary suggests that higher income consumers drive the bulk of its 
GMV.  Ad conversion rates are likely higher in this group given higher discretionary incomes. 

Vendor Ads BABA Vendor Ad Clicks 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 

¥  

Conversions BABA Consumer Rate 

60% 

40% 

10% 

60% Total Conversion Rate 
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BABA AD ROI EXAMPLE (TODAY) 

NEW CONSUMERS → LOWER INCOME → LOWER CONVERSION → LOWER ROI 

New consumers are coming with a smaller wallet (must be more selective with purchases).  Average GMV and 
conversion are declining as lower-income consumers grow in proportion to total BABA consumers.   

Vendor Ads BABA Vendor Ad Clicks 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 

¥  

Conversions BABA Consumer Rate 

80% 

40% 

10% 

53% Total Conversion Rate 
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BABA AD ROI EXAMPLE (TOMORROW) 

THIS DYNAMIC WILL ONLY GET WORSE 

BABA’s new user growth will come from a less-affluent consumer, meaning average GMV progressively decline, 
leading to even worse conversion, and declining demand (price) for advertising on BABA sites.   

Vendor Ads BABA Vendor Ad Clicks 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 

 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 

¥ ¥ ¥ 

Conversions BABA Consumer Rate 

83% 

33% 

20% 

36% Total Conversion Rate 
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THIS HAS ALREADY STARTED 

WEAKER BUYER → SLOWING AVERAGE SPEND → WANING ADVERTISING DEMAND 

BABA’s monetization rate includes commission revenue, so this dynamic isn’t as evident in its reported 
monetization rate.  So why isn’t advertising keeping pace with GMV? 
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AD PRICING IS UNDER PRESSURE 

MOBILE IS TO BLAME 

What was a tailwind is now a headwind.  We suspect the reason why vendors are not paying comparable rates 
for mobile is because they have experienced lower conversion off their mobile ad clicks.   

BABA F-1 COMMENTARY: F1Q15 (CY 2Q14) 
“The increase in online marketing services revenue 
during this period was primarily driven by a 39.2% 
increase in the number of clicks attributable to our 
P4P marketing services, which was partially offset 
by a 6.9% decrease in the cost-per-click paid by 
our merchants, reflecting a higher proportion of 
mobile marketing services, for which our 
merchants currently pay a lower cost-per-click 
than for marketing services placed through 
personal computer interfaces” 
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MOBILE USERS SPEND LESS 

MOBILE = MAJORITY OF BUYERS, MINORITY OF GMV 

While the left chart is an apple-to-oranges comparison, the disparity b/w mobile buyers and GMV is pretty clear.  
On an apples-to-apples basis, this dynamic is actually much worse (BABA doesn’t disclose comparable metrics). 
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MOBILE = WEAKER CONSUMER 

MOBILE = LOW-COST DEVICE FOR INTERNET ACCESS IN CHINA 

Most new internet users in China obtained access through mobile, which we believe has and will be an ongoing 
trend since mobile is the low-cost device to gaining internet access in China.  
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USER GROWTH → LOWER INCOME 

THE CHINA GROWTH STORY WILL BEAR LESS MOVING FORWARD 

BABA’s GMV is driven by its more affluent consumers, which means new users will come with a smaller wallet.  
As lower income users join the BABA platform, they will pressure average GMV and Advertising ROI. 

 

Source of User Growth 
 

1. E-Commerce Penetration: Weaker Consumer 
 

2. Internet Penetration: Irrelevant 
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BABA BUSINESS MODEL 
 

1. Segments & Key Metrics: GMV (Buyers, GMV/Buyer) & Tmall Mix 
 

2. The Major Headwind: Weaker Consumer Will Pressure the Model 

 

 

 

BABA MODEL DRIVERS 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 

BABA’s user growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will pressure both GMV 
growth, and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites. 
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BABA PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

CHINA CAN’T GROW FAST ENOUGH 
BABA is too large to control its own destiny.  BABA has dominant share in China’s e-commerce; 
meaning it will become increasingly dependent on the China Growth Story, which creates a new 
set of challenges for the company. 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 
BABA’s active buyer growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will 
pressure both GMV growth and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites.  The latter falls 
within BABA’s Marketing segment, which represents the majority of its revenues.  

LOFTY EXPECTATIONS, FROTHY STOCK 
Consensus estimates through F2017 are unattainable.  BABA still trades at one of the highest 
growth-adjusted P/S multiples in the group, and its float is facing a ton of dilution by year end.  

1 

2 

3 
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HEDGEYE VS. ESTIMATES 
 

1. BABA Model & Estimates: Story Turns in F2016 (begins 4/15) 
 

2. Valuation: 
 

3. Dilution: 
 

 
 

 

 

 

BABA MODEL & VALUATION 

EXPECTATIONS ARE THROUGH THE ROOF 

Both consensus estimates and BABA’s P/S multiple suggest as much.  BABA needs to be firing on all cylinders to 
sustain sentiment moving forward, but growing headwinds will damper its prospects moving forward. 
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RECAP: MODEL & KEY METRICS 

GMV + TMALL MIX = WHAT REALLY MATTERS 

The key theme is that a weaker consumer will lead to a precipitous slowdown in GMV growth, pressuring both ad 
rates & commission growth.  Tmall Mix remains a huge growth driver, but can’t save the day longer-term. 

China  
Retail GMV 

Active Buyers 

E-Commerce 
Penetration 

Internet 
Penetration 

GMV per 
Active Buyer 

E-Commerce 
Wallet Share 

Average 
Consumer 

Income 

Market Share 

Tmall Mix 

Commission 
Rate  

BABA: Segment Drivers 

Weaker  
Consumer 
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BABA GMV MARKET MODEL 

GMV: USER GROWTH = DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD 

Our model is driven off of demographic projections of e-commerce penetration and spending by income cohort. 
In short, Weaker consumer → Declining GMV/buyer → Slowing GMV growth. 
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WEAKER BUYER = PRICING PRESSURE 

MARKETING: SECULAR DECLINE IN AVG GMV = SECULAR PRICING PRESSURE 

Slowing Average GMV has already led to marketing revenue growth failing to keep pace with user growth; this 
dynamic will only get worse. Weaker consumer → Worse Ad Conversion/ROI → Ad Pricing Pressure.   
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TMALL MIX STALLING = GAME OVER 

COMMISSIONS: TMALL MIX IS NOT AN UNBRIDLED TAILWIND ANYMORE 

Tmall Mix Shift has been driving commission growth in excess of GMV; partially mitigating weakness in its 
Marketing segment.  That should continue near-term, but not to the same historical magnitude. 
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HEDGEYE VS. CONSENSUS 

MODEL OUTPUT LOOKS WORSE THAN THE ACTUAL DRIVERS 

You can see our model drivers are in the table above.  All things considered (see prior 51 slides), our driver 
assumptions are relatively optimistic, especially the take-rates (GMV monetization %).  
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HEDGEYE VS. ESTIMATES 
 

1. BABA Model & Estimates: Story Turns in F2016 (begins 4/15) 
 

2. Valuation: $66-$70 (8.5x-9.0x CY 2016 revenue) 
 

3. Dilution:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

BABA MODEL & VALUATION 

EXPECTATIONS ARE THROUGH THE ROOF 

Both consensus estimates and BABA’s P/S multiple suggest as much.  BABA needs to be firing on all cylinders to 
sustain sentiment moving forward, but growing headwinds will damper its prospects moving forward. 
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BABA = EXPENSIVE STOCK 

WE ALL KNOW THAT, BUT SOME ADDITIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

BABA has the highest P/S ratios in the group, but even after adjusting for consensus growth expectations 
(P/S/Consensus Growth), the stock still leads most of the pack.  However, this is based on Consensus estimates. 
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WHERE SHOULD BABA TRADE? 

$66-$70 (8.5X-9.0X CY 2016 REVENUE) 

We’re expecting CY2016 revenue growth for BABA will be inline with that of LNKD and Tencent, (both 2x turns 
below BABA’s 2016 P/S multiple).  Once growth expectations for BABA collapse, we suspect its multiple will too. 
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HEDGEYE VS. ESTIMATES 
 

1. BABA Model & Estimates: Story Turns in F2016 (begins 4/15) 
 

2. Valuation: $66-$70 (8.5x-9.0x CY 2016 revenue) 
 

3. Dilution: Float will Double (at least) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

BABA MODEL & VALUATION 

EXPECTATIONS ARE THROUGH THE ROOF 

Both consensus estimates and BABA’s P/S multiple suggest as much.  BABA needs to be firing on all cylinders to 
sustain sentiment moving forward, but growing headwinds will damper its prospects moving forward. 
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LOCK-UP CALENDAR LOOKS AWFUL 

YHOO ALONE WILL DOUBLE BABA’S FLOAT 

The lock-up expiration this month is mostly institutional money; even a small percentage of these shares could 
cause material dilution.  YHOO plans to unload all its shares, which is larger than BABA’s current float. 
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BABA PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

CHINA CAN’T GROW FAST ENOUGH 
BABA is too large to control its own destiny.  BABA has dominant share in China’s e-commerce; 
meaning it will become increasingly dependent on the China Growth Story, which creates a new 
set of challenges for the company. 

GROWTH WILL COME AT A PRICE 
BABA’s active buyer growth moving forward will come from a much weaker consumer, which will 
pressure both GMV growth and pricing on the ads vendors run on BABA’s sites.  The latter falls 
within BABA’s Marketing segment, which represents the majority of its revenues.   

LOFTY EXPECTATIONS, FROTHY STOCK 
Consensus estimates through F2017 are unattainable.  BABA still trades at one of the highest 
growth-adjusted P/S multiples in the group, and its float is facing a ton of dilution by year end.   
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT: 

SALES@HEDGEYE.COM 
(203) 562-6500 
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